Mikron: precision and quality in very large quantities
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The Mikron Group develops and markets machining and automation solutions for high-precision manufacturing processes, thus enabling its customers to enhance both productivity and quality. In order to be able to
meet the high standards demanded by its customers, Mikron operates as two separate divisions.
It‘s all about making the ideal solution available to customers, explains
Martin Blom, CFO of the Mikron Group and Head of Corporate Communication. „And our customers always demand the highest possible quality.“ This
is one of Mikron‘s core competencies as a company. Although to be more
precise, Mikron is not just one company dedicated to certain products and
services – it is in fact two divisions. „Mikron is made up of two divisions with
standalone operations and distinct market presences“, explains Blom. Each
division has its own specialists who work on different, highly specialized
products.
But what are these divisions, and what are they making? On one side we
have the „Mikron Machining“ division. „This division comes into play when
customers are looking to optimize their production processes“, explains Axel
Warth, Head of Marketing & Business Development at Mikron Machining.
Mikron Machining is the leading supplier of customized, highly productive
machining solutions for the manufacturing of complex high-precision components made of metal. And what‘s more, the high-performance cutting tools
required for this work are developed and produced by Mikron Machining inhouse. Axel Warth gives an example from real life: „Let‘s take the example
of a customer operating in the manufacturing industry and making precision
metal components“. To safeguard production, the customer needs ten machining centres. „These can then be replaced by one highly productive system from Mikron Machining.“ Where previously 18 people working a 3-shift
system in a 200 square metre space were required, now the same performance can be achieved with three employees – in a space of just under 100
square metres. The customer saves money, works more efficiently – and
thanks to the solution from Mikron, with greater, maximized precision and
the highest possible output. Thus, for example, around 8 million automotive components are produced per day on high-performance Mikron systems
around the world.

A stable foundation for customized solutions

But how does Mikron manage to offer the right solution to every customer?
After all, their fields of work and thus their requirements vary enormously:
among others, Mikron serves companies from the automotive industry and
medical devices sector as well as manufacturers of writing instruments. „We
work with our five standard platforms“, says Warth. These effectively form
the foundation of every customer solution. The company then builds on this

pharmaceuticals, medical devices, automotive and electronics industries.
The standard platforms used are suitable for clean-room production and
specially certified for the pharmaceuticals and medical devices industries in
accordance with strict (FDA) standards. 100% quality and reliability are vital,
e.g. for the assembly of insulin injection devices. The patient needs absolute
certainty that the selected dose is exactly right – his life could depend on it.

Mikron Automation: High-speed assembly operations on Mikron‘s G05 standard
platform

Because automation solutions are highly complex systems requiring longterm investment and development, according to Bauer two to three years
can go by between the initial discussion with the customer and the delivery
of the finalized system.
The great common denominator between Machining and Automation
is: „Create value with passion for precision“. Both divisions are focused on high-volume, high-precision and high-quality production,
with the aim of generating added value not just for customers and
investors, but also for employees.

Separate, but with strengths in common

Don‘t the divisions work together at all? „As already mentioned, they operate by and large independently of each other; this allows us to cater specifically to our respective customers, and to do so with the greatest possible
efficiency“, explains Martin Blom. To be sure, he continues, there are certain
areas of overlap, and of course the company makes an effort to harmonize
processes and tools such as those relating to the company‘s IT. However,
more important than contact between the two divisions is the process of
information sharing between Mikron‘s various sites, because Mikron operates
worldwide and is a leader in a number of different markets. „We encourage
exchanges of know-how between the individual sites in order to allow new
insights and ideas to circulate, and thereby stimulate innovation.“

Mikron Machining: Leading manufacturers in the automotive, watchmaking, hydraulics and pneumatics industries have been relying on Mikron‘s NRG concept for years.

foundation to create exactly the manufacturing solution which the customer
needs, complete with the right high-precision cutting tools. „In order to
make these adjustments, we of course need a great deal of engineering expertise.“ The level of precision at which these manufacturing solutions operate is shown by the numbers for the writing tools market. Ballpoint pen tips
are produced at speeds of 80 units per minute for stainless steel in singlecycle operation, and up to 300 units per minute in the case of nickel silver or
brass in double-cycle operation. These items are manufactured accurate to
± 0.002 millimetres. This quality has won the industry‘s long-term loyalty:
95% of all ballpoint pen tips produced worldwide are manufactured using a
Mikron high performance system (around 145 million each day). „That makes
Mikron the undisputed market leader in this field“, says Warth.

Automation for customers with the highest of standards

So what makes the second division, „Mikron Automation“, stand out?
„Mikron‘s Automation division is one of the world‘s leading manufacturers of
customer-specific, high-performance automation solutions“, explains JeanFrançois Bauer, Head of Marketing & Business Development at Mikron
Automation. The automation solutions produced by Mikron can be used for
both highly complex assembly processes and inspection of products – seven
days a week, 24 hours a day. At the same time, these solutions can deliver
assembly speeds of up to 400 finished pieces a minute. Around 45 million
products a day are assembled using Mikron automation solutions. „Of course,
Mikron Automation also has a different customer base to Mikron Machining“,
adds Martin Blom. Mikron automation solutions are used primarily in the

This capacity for innovation is something that the Mikron Group is keen to
preserve, seeing it as a means to achieve its goals. The „Mikron Automation“
division is the market leader in Europe. „Of course we have to, and want
to, maintain and develop this position“, adds Jean-François Bauer. In order to achieve this goal, the division will continue to develop new solutions
while still maintaining its core criteria of „precision“ and „quality“. In Asia
and the USA, on the other hand, there is still major growth potential for the
company, in particular in the medical devices and pharmaceuticals industry.
„What we have to do here is exploit this potential.“ In the „Mikron Machining“
division, the goal is likewise to maintain the current leadership position, says
Axel Warth. „And of course we want to build further on our strong position.“
The Mikron Group is also keen to strengthen its services offering, for which it
is also a market leader in the relevant segments.

About the Mikron Group
The Maschinenfabrik Mikron AG engineering workshop was
founded in Biel in 1908. With its gear-cutting machines and
tools, Mikron contributed significantly to the industrialization of
the Swiss watchmaking industry in the first half of the last century. From 1960 onwards, Mikron expanded its industrial operations to include, among other things, milling machines, plastic
components and machining systems. The company took over
Haesler SA in Boudry (Switzerland), which primarily manufactured transfer machines for the watchmaking industry, and Albe
SA in Agno (Switzerland), which, with its rotary transfer machining units, was a world leader in the provision of machines
for the manufacture of ballpoint pen tips. Mikron went public in
1983. Over the last few years, the company has developed into
a global operator and technological leader in the supply of machining and automation solutions for the manufacture of highprecision products in large quantities.

